Introduction
Usually, when performing molecular simulations of fluid properties, the interactions between particles are modelled with an effective pair potential, the Lennard-Jones 12-6 (LJ) one. This two parameters potential, despite its simplicity, mimics most of the features experimentally found in fluid states. In addition, due its simplicity, this potential is relatively easy to handle and allows a relatively quick computation of the interactions, which is a clear advantage compared to other potentials. However, it represents the decay of the repulsive interaction by an inverse twelve-power dependence on intermolecular separation that is still questionable [1] . This aspect is of importance since the structural properties of a normal fluid are primarily determined by the intermolecular short-range repulsive interactions [2, 3] . Therefore, one way to improve the results provided by molecular simulations using simple effective potentials could be the use of different repulsive form as already done for transport properties in low density gases [4] or in modern equation of states [5] .
Among the possible simple alternatives to the two parameters LJ potential (energy, ε, and size, r m ) are the three parameters Mie α-6 and exponential α-6 potential families (ε, r m and α the repulsive slope). The first one uses a r -α formulation of the repulsive part 4 through Mie α-6 and exp α-6 potentials, testing various slopes (i.e. different values of α) of the repulsive part. Simulations are performed for a wide variety of thermodynamic states ranging from sub to supercritical regimes (42 states). So, by using a much more important database than in a previous paper [10] (603 simulation points of stable phases instead of 72) where these potentials were applied to real simple fluids, and an appropriate scaling procedure (r m is used as the length parameter instead of σ as usually done [10] ), an analysis of the link between the results for various repulsive slopes is performed. Furthermore, the validity of a corresponding states scheme in each family of potentials and between them is discussed (by corresponding states between different potentials, we mean corresponding states between materials described by these different potentials).
Theory

Fluid models
To model interactions between particles two families of three parameters effective potentials have been used, the Mie α-6 and the exponential α-6 ones, which can be written as: 
and for the exponential α-6: 5 where ε is the potential strength, r m the distance at which the potential is minimum, α the stiffness of the repulsive slope and r the intermolecular separation.
In this study α varies from 9 to 14 for the Mie α-6 potentials, with a step of 1, and from 11 to 16, with a step of 0.5, for the exp α-6 ones. It should be noted that the larger α, the more repulsive the potential.
Law of the corresponding states
The law of the corresponding states postulates that, after an adequate scaling (using usually the critical point values), different fluids have superimposed thermodynamic phase diagrams. Furthermore, a similar scaling procedure is possible for transport properties such as for viscosity [15] . The microscopic formulation of the law of the corresponding states is based on the molecular parameters of the potential [16], ε and r m . This rescaling procedure, when dealing with particles modelled by spheres, means that, for a given potential form, the scaled properties (called reduced properties) will be independent of the molecular parameters (i.e. fluids modelled in such way follow a corresponding states law). It is then possible to deduce the properties of a fluid based on the ones of another fluid.
It should be mentioned that r m has been used instead of σ (the distance at which the potential is equal to zero) as it is usually done for the LJ potential. In this scheme the reduced thermodynamic variables used to perform the simulations are the reduced temperature: where T is the temperature, N the number of particle, V the volume of the simulation box. The reduced pressure, P * , which is a universal function of T * and ρ * for a given potential, is:
where P is the pressure of the system.
The reduced viscosity, which is a universal function of the thermodynamic conditions for a given potential form, is,
where m is the molecular weight and η  the dynamic viscosity.
NonEquilibrium Molecular Dynamics
To compute the pressure and the viscosity a homemade molecular dynamics code has been used. The Verlet velocity algorithm has been used to integrate the equation of motion and usual periodic boundary conditions have been applied. To limit finite size effects and to obtain a good accuracy on the value obtained, simulations have been performed on systems composed of 1500 particles. A truncated potential with a cutoff radius r c equal to 2.5r m has been used. Long range interactions corrections for pressure were included in the computation. Using these numerical parameters, the statistical errors produced on viscosity are around ± 3 % (except in dense phase where errors may reach 5 %) and are around ± 1 % on pressure. Error bars have not been included in the figures.
Results and discussion
The main point of this work is to perform simulations in various reduced thermodynamic states (and varying also the repulsive stiffness for each state) in order to construct a reduced viscosity and pressure database for each potential. To achieve such a goal, we have sampled the thermodynamic state space to provide values in several conditions including gas, liquid and supercritical phases. Thus, we have performed simulations for T * ranging from 1 to 2.5 with a step of 0.25 and for ρ * ranging from 0.3 to 1.3 with a step of 0.2. It should be noted that some of these states correspond to a two-phase region (these points being dependent on the potential), they have been discarded for the analysis. So, 42 different state points were simulated for each potential: the Mie α-6 ones for α going from 9 to 14 with a step of 1, and the exp α-6 ones for α going from 11 to 16 with a step of 0.5, which corresponds to a total of 603
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points of simulations of stable phases. The results for both potentials families and both properties are given in tables 1 and 2. It should be noted that the α chosen correspond approximately to the same range of repulsive stiffness for both potential families.
Results on pressures
The general behavior of the computed reduced pressure found in the stable phases is consistent as P * increases with T * and ρ * in a monotonic way, whatever the potential, see figure 1 for Mie α-6 potentials, figure 2 for exp α-6 ones. Furthermore, as expected, the slope of the repulsive part of the potential strongly affects the amplitude of the pressure; more precisely, the larger α, the higher the pressure for both potential families, which is consistent with previous works To test the applicability of this empirical scheme, we have compared the reduced pressures provided by equations (8-10) for α=10, 11, 12 and 13, using the values obtained for α 1 =9 and α 2 =14 (the extreme values tested), with those coming from the direct MD simulations for the same values of α. Concerning the exp α-6 potentials, as for the Mie α-6 potentials, it has been noticed that the increase of reduced pressure with α is not perfectly linear. In addition, this increase fact that for α≤7, the exp α-6 potential is no longer repulsive (cf. equations (1) and (3)) and that a geometric law is usually applied as a combining rule for α .
Using a similar scheme than for the Mie α-6 potential, equations (8) and (10) combined with:
allows an estimation of the pressure for a particular value of α from those obtained for two other values of alpha noted α ι (i.e. a corresponding states scheme on pressure between exp α-6 potentials). This empirical scheme has been applied on the exp α-6
potential for α going from 11.5 to 15.5, with a step of 0.5, using the values obtained for As for the pressure, for both potential families, the slope of the repulsive part strongly affects the amplitude of the viscosity, as shown in figure 7 for the Mie α-6 potentials and figure 8 for the exp α-6 ones. Furthermore, the larger α, the higher the viscosity, except from the low density regime where the viscosities are weakly dependent on α, see figure 9 for the Mie α-6 potentials and figure 10 for the exp α-6 ones .
As shown on figure 9 and 10 for T * =2.0, it has been found that the viscosities for both potential families can be well correlated by a linear relation on α for each thermodynamic state. The analysis of the results shows that it is possible to write that: 
where z i is the weight associated to the result on viscosity for α i .
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This scheme has been applied on the Mie α-6 potentials for α ranging from 10 to 13
using the values obtained for α 1 =9 and α 2 =14, and on the exp α-6 potentials for α ranging from 11.5 to 15.5 using the values obtained for α 1 =11 and α 2 =16. Comparisons with results coming from the MD simulations are given in tables 5 and 6. These tables show that this simple scheme is able to provide excellent results compared to the inherent uncertainties, the overall AAD being equal to 1.96 % (MxD=10.3%) for the Mie α-6 potentials and equal to 1.74% (MxD=11.5%) for the exp α-6 ones. These results indicate that, as for pressure, an approximate corresponding states scheme on viscosity exists for both potential families for the range of α explored. Another interesting point is to analyse the relative influence of the repulsive coefficient α on P * and η * . To do so, reduced viscosity is drawn versus reduced pressure for the whole range of density and for four different temperatures in figure 13 for the Mie α-6 potentials, and in figure 14 for the exp α-6 potentials. These figures exhibit that, for a
given T * and P * , η * is weakly α dependent (i.e. the general trend is similar whatever the symbol for a given T * on figures 13 and 14). Nevertheless, for both potentials families, So, due to the differences found between the behavior of the two potential families (and inside each families) on P * and η * , it is suspected that a correct choice of the potential could provide an improvement on this point in some cases [9,10].
Conclusion
In this study, an analysis of the general influence of the repulsive slope of the Mie α-6
and exponential α-6 potentials on a static property, the pressure, and on a transport property, the viscosity, has been performed. Values of α ranging from 9 to 14, with a step of 1, for the Mie α-6 potential and from 11 to 16, with a step of 0.5, for the exp α-6
potential have been tested. To conduct this study, nonequilibrium molecular dynamics 
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Tables: Table 1 Reduced pressures and viscosities of the Mie α-6 potentials. Table 2 Reduced pressures and viscosities of the exp α-6 potentials. Open symbols correspond to α=9, grey ones to α=11, dark grey ones to α=12 and black symbols to α=14. Open symbols correspond to α=11, grey ones to α=13, dark grey ones to α=14 and black symbols to α=16. Open symbols correspond to α=9, grey ones to α=11, dark grey ones to α=12 and black symbols to α=14. Open symbols correspond to α=11, grey ones to α=13, dark grey ones to α=14 and black symbols to α=16. 
